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Outline of this talk 
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1. What is « sea state »... let's call it « ocean waves »

2. Ocean waves data set : Globwave

3. Wave climate change : the COWCLIP initiative

4. Uses of wave data 

5. Connecting with other ECVs

– Sea ice, sea level … 
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Here it what it can look like …

Sea-state is usually defined 
by the elevation spectrum  + whitecap properties
Below : examples 1 day apart, Katsiveli platform, Black Sea

1. What is sea state?

Let's call it “ocean waves” ...

Only one number ?
→ significant wave height 
Hs or SWH or H

m0
 

(world record is 20.1 m,  
Hanafin et al. BAMS 2011)
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These ocean waves exclude tsunamis : they are generated by winds...
but this wind-sea can travel across ocean basins and hit far from storms... 

1. What is sea state?

Let's call it “ocean waves” ...

A real issue for many Pacific & Carribean islands... 
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A continuous record of Hs since 1993 thanks to altimeters : 

And a typical 1-day coverage :
… you can miss big storms ...

2. Ocean wave data set: 
Globwave

Before 1980 : 
- very few buoys (coastal)
- visual ship observations
- microseisms (land-based)
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ESA and CNES funded Globwave to remove inconsistency issues 

2. Ocean wave data set: 
Globwave

Not planned for climate use : GCOS 154 « There is presently no 
coordinated sustained effort to deliver global, high-quality sea-state 
information observations for climate »   but … 

Before corrections...
...worse for extreme values
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… but there are climate users for it 

3. Wave climate change 
The COWCLIP project

Mori et al. (2010), from models

Young et al. (2011)...
wrong results 
(1985-2008 trend is not secular)
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Specific work on extremes : impact of Typhoons & hurricanes
Lower number of storms + more intense
→ Reduced extremes in NW Australia, but increase in Japan. 

3. Wave climate change 
The COWCLIP project

(presented in Sept. 2015 by N. Mori 
COWCLIP meeting in Paris) 

ESA news yesterday : 
hurricane wind speeds

→ big storms generate remote swells, 
well observed by SARs.
soon CFOSAT  will observe this 
transition
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SAR-derived surface orbital velocities   (Stopa, Ardhuin, Chapron & Collard      
using Envisat wave mode accepted for JGR) 

Previous works : wave heights from wave mode (Lehner et al. ), 
crossing seas (Collard et al. ), Wind-sea and swell fraction (Chen et al. 2000) … 

4. Uses of wave data 
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The wave climate in the Arctic is changing very fast : 

Hs distribution in the Beaufort Sea  (ONR Arctic Sea State DRI Team, submitted)

5. Connecting with other ECVs
sea state and sea ice 

Positive feedback on ice 
retreat... 

(ONR Sea State DRI, FP7 
SWARP … )
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Good wave data is needed to verify trends in the Arctic : Hs trend over 1993-201  
(work by LabexMer post-doc Justin Stopa, in prep. as part of ONR Sea state DRI) 

5. Connecting with other ECVs
sea state and sea ice 
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High water at the shoreline is related to wave forcing...
→ combined slow MSL rise with wave-driven events and tides 

5. Connecting with other ECVs
sea state and water level

Max water 
level

Wave power index 
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In summary
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1. There is a wave climate community now part of IPCC

2. Climate-quality Wave heights can be provided by altimeters 
(as proven by Globwave) 

3. More work needed on extremes (especially tropical storms)

4. Connection with other ECVs : at least sea ice. 

but also sea level (littoral aspects), SST … 


